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1. Introduction
NFTitties is a revolutionary auction-based adult NFT
marketplace, forged to build stronger connections between
creators and their fans through the Ethereum blockchain. We
are defining a new standard for content creators by building a
mutually-beneficial support bridge between content creators
and their fans. Prepare for an exciting new age of the Internet.
Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are unique, non-interchangeable
and non-hackable digital tokens powered by public blockchains
and represent digital files, in this case images and videos
created by our verified content creators. We enable creators to
upload their content as an NFT and sell it for Ethereum through
an auction-based process, allowing their fans or other
interested parties to "collect" and own a piece of their content
on the blockchain.
Our goal is to lead the global adoption of adult NFT content
through innovative technology and the financial control that
crypto provides. We are bringing crypto lovers, adult content
creators and collectors all under one welcoming roof.
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2. Features
2.1 What Makes Us Different
NFTitties chooses quality over quantity. For this reason, all NFTs
are hand-checked by our QA team to prevent oversaturating
our marketplace and list only the highest quality NFTs.
We're not just focusing our attention on NFTs. In December, we
will be adding subscriptions to our platform, shortly followed by
chat sessions. This will greatly expand our market and provide
our creators with a more stable way to make money on
NFTitties.

2.2 The Independent OnlyFans for Crypto
Ever since traditional banks forced OnlyFans into their recently
announced porn-ban, adult content creators were shocked.
Even though OnlyFans has now caved to peer pressure and is
allowing plain nudes again, they're still kicking a giant portion of
the market to the curb definitively.
It is time for creators to take back control. Due to the nature of
cryptocurrencies, you are your own bank and you are in
control. Chargebacks are impossible in crypto, so once a
payment is made, there's no way to revert it. This is what makes
crypto and NFTitties an ideal solution for adult content creators.
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2.3 Power to the Creators
If you're interested in being a creator, simply create an account,
set up your profile and get verified. Once you're verified, you can
create your first NFT. Unlike traditional NFT marketplaces, all of
our creators can list and sell their NFTs on our platform entirely
free of cost. NFTs are minted automatically by the winner of the
auction and will be included in the price. This revolutionary
move empowers our creators to go wild with their creativity.
Because our NFTs are minted upon final sale, they are protected
by a watermark by default to protect the content until the NFT
has successfully been sold, after which the watermark is
removed.
As a creator, you can choose to stay completely anonymous as
long as are able to verify that you the person in the content.
Additionally, you won't even need any crypto-knowledge or an
Ethereum wallet. If you wish, you can choose to convert your
Ethereum into USD and get paid through PayPal or wire
transfer.

2.4 Build Your Collection
If you're not interested in being a creator and just want to build
an awesome collection, having an account is entirely optional.
You can simply connect your wallet and starting bidding on the
hottest NFTs right away. The NFTitties watermark is removed
upon claiming your NFT to ensure that only you have the
original photo.
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2.5 Charity
Every minute, somewhere in the world, a woman dies from
breast cancer. That's more than 1,400 women every day. This
number is way too high and we must support all attempts to rid
the world of this disease. In honor of breasts in all shapes and
sizes, 1% of all sales will go to the Florida Breast Cancer
Foundation (FBCF), a highly-rated Breast Cancer charity. These
donations will be made on the first day of each month and are
entirely transparent.
FBCF is a 4-Star Exceptionally-Rated Charity by Charity
Navigator for demonstrating strong financial health and
commitment to accountability and transparency. FBCF is the #1
rated Charity Navigator breast cancer organization in Florida
and the nation with a perfect score of 100% for Transparency
and Accountability exceeding industry standards and
outperforming others in its cause.
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3. Token
Don’t miss out on this unique opportunity and get in early by
investing in our very own NFTitties token. Our token will be
integrated directly into our marketplace with many bonuses,
along with quarterly burn mechanisms.
3.1 Tokenomics
The NFTitties token is an unmintable ERC-20 token with a fixed
total supply of 100,000,000.

3.2 Token Distribution
• 93% Liquidity Pool / Ecosystem
These tokens are locked and will be used for centralized exchange listings,
ecosystem incentives and are released over 2 years' time.

• 5% Team
These tokens are locked and will be distributed to the team gradually over
a span of 2 years.

• 3% Marketing
These tokens are locked and will be used for creator bonuses and
marketing purposes.
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4. Disclaimer
This preliminary paper is for general information based on the
NFTitties development process and experience. It should not be
considered as professional financial investment advice and used
in the evaluation of making any investment decision. Please
follow the official website for the latest product updates.
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